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Background and Road Map

 What is long-term saving?

 Why is it important for individuals 
and society?

 What does it require to generate 
those gains?

 Does this work? The challenging 
example of retirement income saving



What is long-term saving?

 Long-term saving (LTS) can be defined 
as individual saving effort in 
preparation of future (uncertain and 
predicable) events, in particular

• Income gaps (e.g. retirement, 
unemployment)

• Expenditure needs (e.g. family creation 
education, health)

• Acquisition of durables (e.g. housing, car)

 LTS is typically linked to life-course 
events



Why is it important for 

individuals and society?

 LTS enhances welfare via 

• Consumption smoothing

• Opportunity improvements

• Creation and protection of human capital

• Equity improvements

 LTS provides long-term capital 
allowing for

• Better maturity match

• Flatter yield curve

• Long-term investments



What does it require to generate 

those gains?

 Individual understanding, capacity 
and willingness to make such efforts, 
in particular

• Life-course planning (“planning ahead”)

• Availability and credibility of LT savings 
instruments and institutions

• Following through with LT saving plans 
(e.g. support by self-binding 
instruments, bringing-in default options)



Does this work? 

The challenges for retirement income saving  

 The constraints through the existence of current 
arrangements/ commitments (family, community)

 Lacking/incomplete other financial markets make 
saving in (illiquid) retirement asset not attractive

 Readiness of financial markets to accommodate 
retirement income products and institutions 
(“pension funds”)

 (Ir-) relevance of alternative (public) provisions: 
earnings-related, social pension …

 … and the emerging pilots of (voluntary) matching 
defined contribution scheme (MDCs): China, India, …



The roles and challenges for 

retirement income saving
 Limited initial role in LICs but growing with 

country prosperity and population aging

 Role for financial capability/education

• Participation: employers, peers/TU

• Product choice: limits of education and challenges 
of default options

 Role for government: Huge

• Regulation and supervision of markets (institutions, 
products, fees, etc)

 Role for financial sector:  Emerging 
understanding that it needs to deliver the expected risk-adjusted 
rates of return (compared to benchmark) or lose market



Opportunities for long-term 

saving creation in LICs?

 Retirement saving: Limited even if 
perfect financial education were to 
exist

 Other life-cycle events may be more 
promising to promote LTS, in 
particular

• Housing purchase: mortgage markets

• Life and property insurance: long-term 
corporate and government bonds 


